
detailed plan proposals

The decision of which areas to choose have had its origin in the analysis 
of the overall structure and in cooperation with the City Planning Division. 
The suggested plans have to fit into the existing and future urban context 
based on the master plan for the redevelopment of Duncan Village, 
existing land uses and proposals for improvement. The two areas chosen 
are of different character but both play an important role in the overall 
structure of public space in Duncan Village.
 
The key issue for this part of the project is to design spaces that allow 
flexible use but simultaneously discourages informal settlement. Other 
issues to consider are safety, accessibility for different groups of people 
and the practical needs of the residents of Duncan Village. 

Further more detailed studies of the areas have been made to find out what 
qualities could be used and further developed, and what improvements to 
make so that the result was to be functional and attractive public spaces. 
To get inspiration we have visited other townships with recent and current 
redevelopment programs.

The areas we have come to work with are of different character, illustrating 
how public spaces focusing on different uses can be developed and used 
by the residents in Duncan Village. The first area includes the Gwentsha 
Memorial Garden and the site for the Community Hall, showing how these 
can be upgraded and liked. The area is intended to become a space for 
optional and recreational activities, a centre of cultural activity. The second 
area, a plan proposal for the Jabavu node, is taught to be a everyday 
urban space for intense necessary activities. The area is ment to provide 
for a civic centre and other public facilities as well as market places and 
public spaces for commercial activities and community happenings.
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Culture and green

 – detailed plan proposal by Nina Pisto Berg

This proposal focuses on a design proposal for Gwentsha memorial 
garden, today a deserted former burial site situated centrally in Duncan 
Village. Because the site is visual from Ziphunzana bypass it is important 
that it gives a positiv impression of Duncan Village. The proposal will also 
deal with the upgrading of the site for the Community Hall as a centre 
for cultural activity. The site is today a functional public space not taken 
advantage of. 

The park and cultural centre are intended to be connected to form an 
optional, recreational and social resource for the residents of Duncan 
Village.



  gwentsha memorial garden 

  1  tree planting
  
  2  gateway function     
      
  3  urban agriculture, “food walls”
 
  4  pond
 
  5  fruit garden
  
  6  existing trees

  
  7  braii area
 
  8  play- and sport area
  
  9  open park area

10  nursery

memorial centre

11  pergolas and square

12  outdoor theatre

13  tourist centre 

14 market space

new dwellings

parking

sheds, pavillions

bus stops

pergolas
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gwentsha memorial garden

The idea to develop the old burial ground into Gwentsha Memorial 
Garden has been brought up in the municipal redevelopment plans. This 
is to honour the ANC Youth Legaue founder Alcott Gwenshe, deceased in 
1966 and buried at the site. Where the grave is situated is uncertain but 
probably in the south part of the site.

My hope is that the memorial park will become an attractive space which 
will raise the quality of life for the residents living in the surrounding dense 
area, as well asto strenghten the whole community by providing products 
and income. The main idea with the proposal on how to develop the park 
is to build on its basic form by using the landscape in itself; the topography 
and the water. The park is suggested to function both as a place for social 
activity as well as passivity. It should also function as a room for large 
gatherings of people as well as it should feel intimate for smaller groups 
and single individuals.

The park is surrounded by rather steep hillsides. These are suggested 
to be developed as terraces for urban agriculture and in that way give a 
both functional and aestethically interesting framing of the park. Another 
structuring element are pedestrian paths crossing through the park in 
straight  horisontal and vertical lines connecting Duncan Village Proper 
and C-section. The paths turn into staircases at the steeper sections 
and into bridges where they cross the Amalinda river. The paths that 
create a rather strict pattern of squares, as a contrast to the undulating 
form of the landscape, naturally divide the park into different rooms with 
different characters. The more formal rooms for social events are placed 
in connection to Douglas Smit while the rooms further away have a softer 
character with larger grass covered areas and less hard surfaces.

urban agriculture

Several spaces for urban agriculture are suggested in the area. Besides 
the terraced hillsides, which function as a kind of  “food walls” for the 
residents, a fruit garden with trees and bushes suitable for the climate, for 
e.g. citrus- and banana trees, is suggested in the north part of the park 
and a nursery with differents types of plants in the south part. 

West of Ndende road a part of the river valley is cut off from the rest of the 
park. Today it is a deserted space, used neither for informal settlements 
nor any public use, and would be difficult to develop for any of these 
purposes due to its location and risk of being flooded. I suggest that this 
will be used as a space for tree planting, for e.g. fuel wood or oil palms, 
bringing an income to the community. As it in Duncan Village occurs that 
trees in public spaces are collected as fuel wood by the residents this 
might be a way to redress the problem.
 

 
Allowing urban agriculture in specific places in the park would be a solution 
for reducing illegal cultivation and invading of public land. It can function 
as a supplement for income as many of the residents of Duncan Village 
have rural background and understanding for agriculture. Small sheds 
are suggested to be placed in the park as storage rooms and locations 
for water fountains and composts. They can also, besides the formal 
market spaces, function as market stalls where the products cultivated in 
the area are sold. 

the undeveloped gwentsha memorial garden

view over the site for the memorial garden

concept of the gwentsha memorial park: 
squares with different functions (2) ex of tree planting (3)

cultivation in terraces (4)

simple stairs possible to use at 
the hillsides of the park
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formal park

A generous grass covered area, divided into four smaller spaces by the 
pedestrian paths cutting through it, will be possible to use freely for a 
range of activities as ballgames, play, picnics and strolls or other exercise. 
A pedestrian path is also following the lingering amalinda river creating a 
contrast towards the other strictly organized pedestrian paths.

To give room for activities that need a lot of space the trees in the park 
are suggested to be planted in groups and therefor also function better as 
shade. Trees along the pedestrian paths are pulled in from the crossings, 
where more people move about, creating rooms for meetings. This will 
also give a wider field of vision to the other paths, which is important from 
a security aspect. 

gateway function 

This is the part of Ziphunzana Bypass which has the best view over Duncan 
Village. The idea is that it will function as a kind of  “shop window” for the 
area encouraging people to enter. A lay-by where motorist can pull in for 
a shorter stop and enjoy the view over the memorial garden or buy local 
products is suggested. For a longer stay in the park parking spaces  be 
available further down at Ndende Road and also at the memorial centre.

braai area 

Having barbecues is a popular activity among all south africans. It is 
common with large gatherings of people meeting up in the weekends, 
cooking together, dancing and enjoying themselves. A braai area with 
space for a large gathering of people is placed strategically in the center 
of the park, pond an play area so that it is suitable for whole families. 
Parents can let their children go off and play but still be able to observe 
them. Many residents in Duncan Village are seen cooking outside. 
Perhaps this in some degree will be practiced after the redevelopment 
as well. The braai area could for e.g. function as a outdoor kitchen for 
residents working in the park.

play- and sport area

A volley ball- and basket ball court is suggested to be placed next to a 
pedestrian path as enjoyment for people passing by. Due to topographical 
features the courts are placed into a sloap which has the effect that they 
are about one meter beneath ground level towards the center of the 
area. This creates a good viewpoint for spectators. Two playgrounds of 
which one is focusing on smaller children and the other on older, is also 
suggested. Ground material collected when excavating the ground, giving 
room for the courts, can be used for building small hills that children can 
play on. A pergola is placed next to the play grounds to give shade.

axonometry of braai area

axonometry of sport-and play area

ex of park in stockholm with flexible use
ex of small houses/sheds pos-
sible to use as storage, market 
stands or shade.
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the pond

The pond in the west part of the park is today a popular place during 
warm days. However the ground around it is very uneven and has rather 
big differences in height which makes it pedestrian unfriendly. To make 
it more welcoming, especially for children and elderly people it can be 
leveled out in different floors on which wooden decks connected by stairs 
are placed. Pavillions giving shade and a shed functioning as changing-
room is also to be added, as well as good supply of seating.

memorial centre

The memorial centre consists of a building and an outdoor area linked to 
each other by a stage crossing over the Amalinda river. The idea is that 
the centre will not only be a communal facility but also develop the tourism 
potential of Duncan Village. The main building is situated on the east 
side of the river with its main entrance towards Douglas Smit Highway. 
The building can act as a starting point for tourists containing a tourist 
information, a museum that brings up the history and culture of Duncan 
Village, and by arranging tours in the area. An outdoor restaurant and 
cafe is suitable to locate at the west side of the building offering a view 
over the memorial garden, and connecting to a bridge which transcends 
into an outside theatre. West of the stage is a room divided into two levels 
connected with a staircase which can function as a secondary seating 
when there is activity at the stage. At the bottom is a square and on 
the upper level four pergolas functioning as shadowed outdoor spaces 
where different kinds of ceremonies, as weddings and initiation rites, 
and exhibitions can be held. They can also be used as purely meditative 
places.

axonometry of the memorial centre

axonometry of the pond

the pond today

ex of pavillion at the pond (5)

ex. of pergola which gives shade, has 
an aesthetical quality as well as creates 
an intimate room in the park
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a mixed use green link 

Mixed use development along with a green link consisting of existing 
trees will give a natural transition between the memorial park and “culture 
cluster”. The link will encouraging people to follow Douglas Smit Highway 
up the hill where a new public library and a staircaise are placed as eye-
catching elements. It ends between the new library and workshop area 
forming a small park between these.

Some of the mixed use houses along Douglas Smit Highway are pulled 
in from the street to create spaces for informal trade and home based 
businesses, and perhaps in the future for people renting premises at 
street level. Gaps between the buildings will let the green connect to the 
street. 
 

culture cluster

The site for the Community Hall and Art Centre is suggested to be opened 
up for the intense public activity that today takes place in connection 
to it at Douglas Smit Highway. It is suggested to be further developed 
with public facilities that accentuates its cultural image and where the 
existing square is the main public space. The square should function as 
a flexible space for both social events and commercial activity with room 
for larger groups of people, and also connect to smaller  public/semi-
public spaces. Roof constructions that are placed in the left corner of the 
square are suggested to be removed and by that extend the area, as 
well as open it towards the green link. 

The new public library is in two floors with one entrance towards Douglas 
Smit Highway and the other, at the upper level, towards the existing 
square. The north side of the library faces the earlier mentioned green 
why functions needing a calmer environment could be located there. 
Other more public functions can be placed towards the street and the 
square. A stair case and a ramp along the facade of the building leads 
up to the upper entrance.

The slope and the gate infront of the Community Hall act as barriers. 
The suggestion is to remove the gate completely and build a large stair 
case along Douglas Smit Highway. This will lead up to the community 
hall and the square in front of it as well as to the upper floor entrance of 
the library and the art centre. The staircase will give better access to the 
whole area as well as offer secondary seating with a view over Douglas 
Smit Highway. The existing palm trees above the stairs infront of the 
community hall give a natural shadow and functions as a landmark.

The Art Centre is suggested to be complemented with a local Economic 
Empowerment centre consisting of small sheds situated at a wooden 
deck built in connection to the small park where the green link ends. 
The sheds can be lent out as work spaces for local artists but could also 
function as other types of workshops. 

Mixed use buildings, together with a new Youth House are suggested east 
of the Community Hall. These form oases along Douglas Smit Highway 
and courtyards towards the inside of the dwelling area transiding from 
semi-public use to semi-private. This gives a natural transition from 
private to public functions. 
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douglas smit highway passing the community hall

square in front of the art centre and community hall 
with the site for the new library in the left corner.

site for youth house and mixed use developments

art centre facing the square

 community hall facing douglas smit highway

ex of local empowerment centre in durbansite for new library



Existing trees are quite few in the area why those existent should be 
taken advantage of as structuring elements, as well as they both have a 
estethical quality and a functional giving shadow during warm days and 
acting as wind protectors.
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main public spaces intended for social activity and commercial 
business 

secondary public spaces combining commercial business and 
recreational puposes.

seondary public spaces in connection to public facilities e.g bus 
stops

recreational spaces
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jabavu - everyday public space

- detailed plan proposal by Marie-Louise Öberg

For my individual part I have chosen to make a plan proposal for the 
public spaces at the Jabavu node. 

introduction

Jabavu node is the old city center of Duncan Village. Earlier most inner 
city functions could be found here. Today, due to the riots in the 80s, there 
are mostly informal trade taking place here. Still existing businesses at 
Jabavu are a post office and smaller shops. The buildings are in poor 
condition as well as the streetscape in general. Sidewalks for pedestrians 
along Jabavu Road and trees or other elements offering shade are lack-
ing. 

I experienced the area as a pleasant area, situated on a height with good 
visual access to Duncan Village West. Jabavu is not as hectic as oth-
er places in Duncan Village with less traffic than generally seen in the 
area. The mini bus taxis mainly pick up and drop of passengers along the 
Douglas Smit Highway. In the south of Jabavu Road is one of the biggest 
schools in the area, the Kusile Commercial School. Due to this there are a 
lot of scholars passing through the area as they walk to and from school. 

Elements of greenary, such as trees or other higher vegetation, are lack-
ing along the Jabavu Road. This gives the impression of a very harsh 
environment. East of the Jabavu Road is a tributary to the Amalinda River, 
offering good possibilities to include the river green in the development 
plans.

a former commersial building and jabvu road
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plan proposal

The main concept when making suggestions for the development of the 
Jabavu node has been flexibility. My ambition has been to create spaces 
flexible both in use and in time – public spaces should never feel aban-
doned even with few people present as well as to be able to expand when 
many people are present. The entire area around Jabavu Road can be 
turned into a large public space for festivals, carnivals and other commu-
nity events. I call this concept of public spaces for primary and secondary 
public spaces.

Based on the idea of flexibility in space my ambition has been to suggest 
public spaces of different characters. I believe it is important that different 
functions in a city can take place in different spaces, but always in close 
proximity to eachother and not as isolated events. The character of a 
space is also dependent on the function of the buildings surrounding it. In 
my plan proposal I have three types of public spaces; urban living rooms 
- the formal plaza, high intensive public spaces - e.g. market squares, and 
low intensive public spaces - spaces for recreation and rest.

There are four main public spaces in my plan proposal for the Jabavu 
node, all of which are able to expand and connect as different need for 
space occur. They are all of different character, suitable for a hectic urban 
environment as well as offering a more intimate and calm atmosphere.

In the southern part of Jabavu the structure of the area and the design of 
the buildings must be adjusted to the scale and character of the adjacent 
residential area in Duncan Village Central.

general design principles

The streetscape is an equal important public space as the plazas or 
squares. My ambition has been to suggest ways to provide for a lively, 
pedestrian friendly streetscape with opportunities for a wide range of ac-
tivities. The pedestrian walks are wide enough to offer space for pedes-
trians, scholars, seating and market stands. The crossings are raised to 
street level to make motor traffic reduce and retain low speed along Jaba-
vu Road. Trees will add green to the spaces and defines the streetscape 
as well as provides shadow. 

In the public spaces in my plan proposal I see a variation of materials and 
furniture being used. Fountains and other water arrangements trees offer 
coolness and visual relief. The materials being used should enable dif-
ferent everyday uses as well as ware due to the warm climate. Furniture 
should also be flexible in use, e.g. steps working as secondary seating. 
The area should be provided with good electric lightning that increases 
the feeling of safety at night. 

primary public space

secondary public space

urban living room

high intensive public space

low intensive public space
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concept of public space

characters of public space



visual access

public transport stop

possible parking areas

The existing buildings at Jabavu are in poor condition. There are mainly 
single story buildings placed far away from the street not adding to or de-
fining the streetscape. I have chosen to keep the post office, a fairly new 
building in good condition. The buildings that I add in my plan proposal 
are consisting of buildings in 2 to 4 storeys, placed close to the street 
to define the streetscape. Wherever possible shops or public facilities 
with public activity should be incorporated in the ground floors. Dwellings 
should be implemented in the upper floors to increase the social control 
and prevent the area from being abandoned after hours.

Since most people using the public spaces will go by public transport I do 
not see the need for large parking areas. The way Jabavu node is struc-
tured it will be possible to implement smaller parking areas in front of or in 
some cases in between the buildings. The Jabavu Road is wide enough 
for mini bus taxis and for public transport stops.
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examples of paving in port elizabeth, secondary seating in central durban, market place (6) and plaza (7)



the palm square 

This is the central plaza in Duncan Village, marking the importance of 
the surrounding buildings. On the square I have chosen to place a grid 
of palm trees. The grid, with a distance of 5 meter between the trees, 
gives the space an individual character being tight enough to experience 
as furnitures in the room but at the same time enables public activities 
to take place there. The palm trees supports the public life backing it up 
when needed and do not demand space when crowded. Because of this 
the space is never completely empty, even when abandoned. The trees 
also offer some shade. The height of the palm trees, placed almost on 
the highest point in Duncan Village Central, creates a new landmark well 
visible from around Duncan Village. 

The Palm Square is the innermost cube in a larger square. As need for 
space increases the space can grow including also the space opposite 
Jabavu Road and Bebele Street. The material used in paving marks the 
inner cube and the Bebele Street is one-way oriented and raised to street 
level, prioritizing pedestrians.

Surrounding the Palm Square buildings such as a Civic Centre and other 
intense public and commercial buildings seem suitable. Behind the Palm 
Square is a tributary to the Amalinda River and the river green. The prox-
imity to the river green makes the area suitable for health facilities and 
other public amenities that can use the green for outdoor visits and rec-
reational purposes. A pedestrian passage through the building suggested 
as the Civic Centre connects the plaza to the river green. The passage 
must be wide enough and provided with good lightning at night in order to 
be experienced as safe.

The river green behind the plaza can be used as a space for meetings 
and happenings as well as recreation, such as an amphitheater. Blocks of 
rock or tree logs placed in the slope can be used for seating. In this way 
the area becomes a more public space and thereby preventing informal 
dwelling to be constructed.

elevation, jabavu road
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the triangle square

A triangle shaped square, suitable for a market, is created at the crossing 
between Jabavu Road, Douglas Smit Highway and the new connecting 
road. The topographical variations create a square on different level from 
the surrounding streets. It is from the east accessible through stairs from 
Douglas Smit Highway before making it to street level at the crossing. In 
the northwest side the square is placed below street level and is sepa-
rated from the street by a wall. By placing the market square on a different 
level than the surrounding streets the traffic, which can be assumed to be 
hectic in this area, will not be experienced as that busy.

Surrounding the square are mixed use buildings in 2 to 3 storeys with 
residential dwellings in the upper floors. In the bottom floor home based 
business can take place with direct access to the market place. Opposite 
the Douglas Smit Highway public facilities such as a clinic and an hiv in-
formation center can be placed. Situated at the crossing the facilities will 
have good access to the Ziphunzana Bypass and are at the same time in 
close proximity to the river beds.

The triangle square will be a public space with intense public activity and 
will be suitable for both formal and informal business. Paving can mark 
where market stalls and other business pavillions can be placed. 

elevation, douglas smith highway (level of square marked in picture)

steps from douglas smit highway leading up to the triangle square
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small plaza

The small plaza is created around an existing tree. Because of the typog-
raphy the square is situated 1 meter above the Palm Square, separating 
it by a few steps and contributing to the feeling of intimacy and privacy. 
The space will offer calmness and intimacy under the shelter provided by 
the existing tree.

Surrounding the space are buildings of varied hights, from 2 to 4 storeys. 
Commercial actvities should be incorporated in the bottom floors with 
residential dwellings above.

Opposite the Jabavu Road is a line of existing trees. By preserving them 
a sightline to the area opposite the Mzonyana River is maintained. 

elevation, jabavu road
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the post office

I have chosen to place the buildings next to the Post Office in line with 
the existing building. This creates a wide space for pedestrians, market 
stands and pavilions and encourages public interaction. This public space 
is also suitable space for outdoor seating such as restaurants and cafés. 
It is divided into two parts, one part west of the Jabavu Road and the other 
part east of the Jabavu Road.

The new buildings surrounding the Post Office has the same scale as 
the existing building and is adjusted to the sorrounding residential single 
family houses. 

                    small plaza                                        new mixed use buildings                                                   existing post office   new mixed use building        residential 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           mamayo street     building

the existing post office and jabavu road with the post office to the right

elevation, jabavu road
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Socializing: 4

Walking: 18
Trading: 9
Sitting: 3
Playing: 3
Working: 1
Socializing: 2

Walking: 22
Trading. 6
Shopping: 2
Sitting: 3

Walking: 18
Trading: 5
Cycling: 1

Walking: 24

Walking: 14
Playing: 1
Repairing car: 2

Walking: 24
Waiting: 8

N/O

N/O
S

N
N

N
S

N/O
N
S

N/O
N
O
S
N
S

N/O
N
N
O

N/O
N
N

N/O

N/O
S
N

N/O
N

24

29

32

32

32

29

21

16

11

29

Walking: 18
Waiting: 6

Walking: 21
Waiting: 6
Socializing: 2

Walking: 18
Waiting: 5
Trading: 2
Sitting: 6
Repairing car: 2

Walking: 20
Trading: 5
Shopping: 1
Sitting: 4
Socializing: 2

Walking: 17
Trading: 9
Sitting: 6

Walking: 20
Waiting: 4
Trading: 5

Walking: 15
Trading: 3
Repairing car: 3

Walking: 12
Sitting: 4

Walking: 9
Socializing:2

Walking: 12
Waiting: 11
Trading: 3
Sitting: 3

N
N

N
N
S

N
N
N
N/O
N

N
N
N
N/O
S

N
N
N/O

N
N
N

N
N
N

N
N/O

N
S

N
N
N
N/O

26

27

32

36

36

46

38

28

27

39

Walking: 24              
Waiting: 2

Walking: 22
Waiting: 5

Walking: 22
Trading: 4
Sitting: 6

Walking: 31
Waiting: 1
Trading: 2
Playing: 2

Walking: 21 
Trading: 4
Sitting: 10
Sleeping:1

Walking: 41
Waiting: 3
Trading: 2

Walking: 26
Waiting: 2
Trading: 7
Playing: 3

Walking: 28

Walking: 21
Waiting: 3
Playing: 3

Walking: 25
Waiting: 6
Sitting: 5
Socializing: 3

N
N

N
N

N
N
N/O

N
N
N
S

N
N
N/O
O

N
N
N

N
N
N
S

N

N
N
S

N
N
N/O
S

N=necessary activity   O=optional activity    S=social activity
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

   
Monday 9.20-9.50 am.      Thursday 11.10-11.40 am.          Saturday 12.15-12.45 pm.  Wednesday 2.10-2.40 pm      Wednesday 4.40-5.10 pm.

Total                NOS        Total                                NOS         Total            NOS  Total                NOS         Total                     NOS

25

27

13

11

27

43

29

53

27

Walking: 17
Waiting: 6
Looking through 
garbage: 2

Walking: 18
Waiting: 5
Trading: 2
Playing: 2

Walking: 12
Trading: 1

Walking 10
Waiting: 1

Walking: 24
Trading: 3

Walking: 37
Standing: 3
Sitting: 3

Walking: 25
Waiting: 2
Socializing: 2

Walking: 40
Waiting: 6
Trading: 5
Phoning: 2

Walking: 20
Waiting: 7

N
N
N

N
N
N
S

N
N

N
N

N
N

N
N/O
N/O

N
N
S

N
N
N
N/S

N
N

23

43

32

38

36

25

38

63

37

Walking: 18
Trading: 2
Playing:1
Socializing: 2

Walking: 20
Waiting: 14
Trading: 9

Walking: 22
Waiting: 7
Socializing: 3

Walking: 34
Waiting: 4

Walking: 17
Waiting: 5
Trading: 3
Shopping: 3
Socializing: 6
Repairing car: 2

Walking: 14
Waiting: 11

Walking: 24
Cykling: 1
Waiting: 8
Socializing: 5

Walking: 35
Waiting: 15
Trading: 7
Shopping: 5
Socializing: 13
 
Walking: 28
Waiting: 9

N
N
S
S

N
N
N

N
N
S

N
N

N
N
N
N
S
N

N
N

N
N
N
S

N
N
N
N
S

N
N

37

17

43

22

13

6

31

43

11

Walking: 19
Waiting: 15
Trading: 1
Shopping: 1
Carrying water:1

Walking: 12
Waiting: 1
Sitting: 3
Playing: 2

Walking: 39
Trading: 1
Socializing: 3

Walking: 4
Sitting: 3
Socializing: 15

Walking: 10
Trading:1
Socializing: 2

Walking: 4
Waiting: 2

Walking: 31

Walking: 31
Trading: 7
Shopping: 3
Playing: 2

Walking: 11

N/O
N
N
N
N

N/O
N
O
S

N
N
S

N/O
O
S

N/O
N
S

N/O
N

N/O

N/O
N
N
S

N/O

25

17

31

17

20

12

16

30

13

Walking: 13
Waiting: 4
Trading: 3
Shopping:1
Sitting: 4

Walking: 6
Waiting: 6
Trading: 4
Sitting: 1

Walking: 23
Waiting: 4
Trading: 3
Playing: 1

Walking: 4
Waiting: 13

Walking: 11
Cycling: 1
Trading: 8

Walking: 12

Walking: 16

Walking: 19
Trading: 8
Shopping: 3

Walking: 8
Waiting: 4 
Repairing car: 1

N
N
N
N
N/O

N
N
N
N/O

N
N
N
S

N
N

N
N
N

N

N

N
N
N

N
N
N

34

37

56

15

21

18

12

34

19

Walking: 13
Waiting: 6
Trading: 4
Playing: 8
Sitting: 3

Walking: 23
Waiting: 2
Trading: 11
Playing: 1

Walking: 47
Waiting: 2
Trading: 3
Sitting: 2
Socializing: 2 

Walking: 13
Sitting: 2

Walking: 10
Waiting: 3
Trading: 2
Repairing car: 2
Socializing: 4

Walking: 15
Waiting: 3

Walking: 10
Waiting: 1
Trading:1

Walking: 22
Trading: 5
Shopping: 4
Standing: 3

Walking: 15
Waiting: 1 
Socializing: 3

N
N
N
S
N/O

N
N
N
S

N
N
N
N/O
S

N
N

N
N
N
N
S

N
N

N
N
N

N
N
N
N/O

N
N
S
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